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a b s t r a c t
A prototype of a vision system for capsular endoscopy provided with autofocus function was developed. It
is composed by two main parts: a wireless capsule with an adjustable focus in the range between 15 mm
and 100 mm, and a personal computer where the autofocus algorithm is implemented. Several benches
and ex vivo tests were performed in order to validate the developed system and encouraging results were
obtained. Further miniaturization will be pursued to obtain a swallowable device adequate for capsular
endoscopy procedures.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
A signiﬁcant advancement in the ﬁeld of medical devices was
represented by the introduction of the wireless capsule endoscopy
(WCE), a medical procedure that has enabled, for the ﬁrst time, a
painless diagnosis inside the gastrointestinal (GI) tract with bright
perspectives for screening [1]. This technique has allowed to detect
abnormalities of the small intestine and shows great promise in
reducing invasiveness of gastroscopy and colonoscopy.
WCE takes advantage from swallowable devices capable of
acquiring images of gastrointestinal mucosa through an optical lens
and a CMOS or CCD image sensor, a LED-based illumination system (2 or more LEDs), a battery as energy source and an electronic
device capable of transmitting the data to a recorder through some
receivers attached on the patient’s abdomen. Depending on the
speciﬁc platform, images can be viewed in real time or stored for
later diagnosis [2,3]. A list of relevant WCE platforms is reported in
Table 1, where all the main features for each system are highlighted.
One of the main limitations common to all those WCE systems is
the passive locomotion. In particular, the endoscopic pills, relying
just on peristalsis, are forced to go forward without the possibility
to stop, turn or go back during their journey inside the GI tract. Furthermore, all the available WCE platforms have a ﬁxed focal length.
This can be acceptable considering that the lumen is collapsed, thus
the distance between the camera in the pill and the target, i.e. the
collapsed lumen wall, is almost constant during the whole capsule
journey along the GI tract.
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Several research groups worldwide are trying to develop active
locomotion systems to be embedded into WCE. This would allow to
perform endoscopy in a totally controlled manner, being the doctor
able to steer the capsule towards the more interesting pathological
areas [4]. Examples of active locomotion in WCE range from legged
or crawling locomotion [5,6], to external magnetic steering [7]. In
this scenario, images obtained by the vision system would be useful
either for the purpose of diagnostics or for autonomous steering
of the capsule, e.g. facing the lumen or holding a given position
against the natural bowel movements. Therefore, a real time image
stream has to be processed for identiﬁcation of visual clues that,
together with position information, can be used as high-level input
to the locomotion controller. Sharp images are required in order to
achieve this goal. Therefore an autofocus system would enable a
reliable implementation of this feature.
Another application of WCE where an autofocus system would
dramatically improve the procedure outcomes relates to a novel
approach for gastric screening. As reported in [8], one liter of
transparent ﬂuid, either water or polyethilenglycole (PEG), may be
ingested by the patient undergoing the procedure. This liquid stays
in the stomach for roughly half hour, thus allowing tissue distension and enabling underwater capsular endoscopy. Given the size
of the gastric cavity, the capsule may stay between 3 mm to 100
mm away from the stomach mucosa. In this scenario, having an
on-board autofocus system would enable the acquisition of sharp
images wherever the capsule is located. Furthermore, considering
an active propulsion system for WCE in a liquid environment, as
proposed in [9], the autofocus would enable autonomous steering
and locomotion.
Conventional optical systems with adjustable focus consist of
a group of optical lenses and at least one actuator to vary lens
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Table 1
Characteristic of various endoscopic capsule

GIVEN IMAGING (Pillcam SB,
ESO, COLON)
OLYMPUS (EndoCapsule)
JINSHAN GROUP (Omom)
INTROMEDIC (Miro)

Operative environment

Optical sensor

Dimensions (L × D)

Frame rate

Source of
motion

Focal length

Real time
viewer

Small intestine,
esophagus, colon
Small intestine
Small intestine
Small intestine

CMOS

11 mm × 26 mm

2–7–14 image/s

Peristalsis

Fixed

No

CCD
CMOS
CMOS

11 mm × 26 mm
13 mm × 27.9 mm
10.8 mm × 24 mm

2 image/s
2 image/s
1.4–2.8 image/s

Peristalsis
Peristalsis
Peristalsis

Fixed
Fixed
Fixed

Yes
No
No

position and magniﬁcation. An interesting example of a miniature
camera robot for abdominal exploration implementing mechanical
focus adjustment is presented in [10]. An electromagnetic brushless motor is directly connected to a lead screw, which is linked to
a slider, where a lens is placed. By actuating the motor, the distance
between the lens and the image sensor can be varied.
Similar systems, together with image processing through a
proper sharpness function, can be used to implement autofocus.
By spanning the actuator through all its working range, it is possible to evaluate a sharpness function for each lens position. The
maximum output value corresponds to the focused image, thus the
actuator is driven back to the corresponding position, in order to
ﬁnally obtain a sharp image. Precision and hysteresis in lens positioning severely affect the performance of an autofocus system,
therefore extreme care must be devoted in avoiding those effects.
Another important requirement is the fast response of the actuator, especially for autonomous locomotion. Stepper, ultrasonic and
voice-coil motors are used as actuators in traditional autofocus systems [11,12]. The main drawback for the stepper motor is related
to the quite large volume required, that would not ﬁt the dimensional constraints of endoscopic capsules. Voice-coil motors have
fast response and low cost, but present a relevant hysteresis due
mainly to the mechanical moving parts. In the recent past, many
efforts have been addressed to obtain variable focusing microlenses
or microlens systems without any mechanical moving part to be
integrated inside mobile phones or slim digital cameras. This would
enable a reduction in terms of space and price, while increasing
autofocus speed [13,14]. Existing approaches include pneumatic
[15], piezoelectric [16] or thermal actuation [17], liquid cristal [18]
and electrowetting [13,14,19–21]. Recently, it was shown that liquid

lenses can be used to set up reliable and fast focusing systems for
digital cameras [13] due to simple implementation, small electrical
dissipation and limited size. A liquid lens is a cell which contains
two immiscible liquids, one based on a water solution, while the
other is apolar and non-conductive. Liquids are transparent and
have the same density. The natural interface between the two liquids forms a natural diopter, due to the refractive index difference.
The working principle of a liquid lens is based on the electrowetting
phenomenon, i.e. application of a voltage between the electrode
deposited on the external side of the cell and the conducting liquid
deforms the interface between the two liquids, thus changing the
focal length [13,19].
In the present study the authors developed a wireless capsule
with an adaptable optical focus based on a liquid lens. A system
overview and the optical design are given in Section 2.1. An autofocus algorithm based on a purposely selected sharpening function is
described in Section 2.2. Experimental results and conclusions are
reported in Sections 3 and 4, respectively.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. System overview
As represented in Fig. 1, the proposed system is composed by
two main parts, a wireless capsule with an adjustable focus system
and a personal computer (PC), where the autofocus algorithm is
implemented. The wireless capsule, schematically represented in
Fig. 2, embeds a vision module with a liquid lens, a dedicated high
data rate (HDR) transmitter, an illumination submodule, a wireless
microcontroller and a small battery pack.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the ﬁrst wireless capsule prototype with autofocus feature.
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Fig. 2. Capsule design.
Fig. 4. Capsule prototype.

A commercial camera (MO-S588, Misumi Electronics Corp., Taiwan) was selected as the best trade-off between image quality
and small package dimension (8 mm × 8 mm × 9.5 mm), available
off-the-shelf. It embeds a VGA (510 × 492pixels) CMOS sensor
(OV7930, Omnivision, CA) with a pin-hole lens whose distance from
the sensor is adjustable in a range from 3.1 mm to 3.5 mm. A liquid
lens (ARCTIC 416, Varioptic, Switzerland), placed in front of the pinhole, as shown in Fig. 3, allows the adjustment of the overall focal
length. This lens has an outer diameter of 7.75 mm and a thickness
of 2 mm. The quantity (1/f ), where f is the focal length (m), can be
varied between −10 and 20 diopters (m−1 ), thus obtaining a varying focal length in the range from −∞ to −100 mm and from 50 mm
to +∞. The value of (1/f ) is linear with the root mean square (RMS)
of the applied voltage V. A dedicated driving circuit is required to
generate the control signal for the liquid lens. The one we selected
(DrivBoard 60 LL3 PWM, Durel, USA) is based on a step-up converter
and transforms a pulse width modulation (PWM) signal with a frequency of about 25 kHz in a analogue control voltage. By varying
the PWM duty cycle from 0% to 100%, a RMS voltage ranging from
9 V to 65 V can be applied to the liquid lens. In order to have just
a positive lens and a linear optic behavior, a voltage ranging from
36 V to 60 V must be imposed, corresponding to a duty cycle from
60% to 92%. The overall optical system, shown in Fig. 3 is designed
to achieve an autofocus range of about 90 mm for a target placed
from 10 mm to 100 mm away from the capsule, which are typical
operative distances for endoscopy in a distended stomach. For the
purpose of achieving this focal range the distance a was ﬁxed to
3.3 mm. Applying the thin lens formula, this value was obtained
and it was further validated by bench testing.
The output data ﬂow coming from the CMOS camera is directly
linked to an HDR transmitter which enables real time streaming at
a frame rate of 30 fps. The transmitter works with a carrier frequency from 900 to 1230 MHz. Its dimensions are: 10 mm(h) ×
0.4 mm(w) × 13.4 mm(l), Even if it can be further scaled down

in dimension by adopting custom approaches [22]. The illumination submodule includes four white LED units (Nesw007AT, Nichia,
Japan), arranged in a cross-shaped conﬁguration around the camera and driven by a dedicated circuit (FAN5611, Fairchild, Maine).
Both the current intensity for the illumination system and the
focus length adjustment can be controlled by PWM digital signals generated by the on-board microcontroller (CC2430, Texas
Instrument). This integrated circuit also embeds an IEEE 802.15.4
compliant transceiver, thus allowing a low data rate (LDR) bidirectional communication with an external unit. A commercially
available board (RC2300, Radiocrafts, Norway), integrating the
selected microcontroller, was used in order to reduce prototyping time. This solution demonstrated to be effective for in vivo
WCE applications, as reported in [23], even if the board dimension can be further optimized, as presented in [24]. Regarding
the batteries, we used rechargeable Li-Ion polymer cells (LP20,
Plantraco, USA), having a nominal capacity of 20 mAh and a size
of 11 mm(h) × 3 mm(w) × 12 mm(l). The overall dimension of the
capsule, represented in Fig. 4, are 15 mm in diameter and 40 mm
in length. As mentioned above, almost all the selected components
can be reduced in dimensions by adopting customized solutions,
thus achieving swallowable size, typically 11 mm(d) × 30 mm(l).
The external part of the system is composed by a standard PC
with a frame grabber, an HDR receiver and a LDR transceiver. This
last unit has the same wireless microcontroller used in the capsule,
which is connected to the PC via a serial to USB converter (FT232R,
FTDI, UK). The HDR receiver is connected to a frame grabber (Cynergy XS, Terratec, Germany), that digitalizes the data stream coming
from the camera pill. A purposely developed autofocus algorithm
runs on the PC. It processes the image coming from the frame grabber, computing a sharpness function, and drives the liquid lens
by setting the desired PWM parameters through the LDR wireless
link. A user interface, implemented by Labview 8.2 (National Instruments, USA), allows the user to visualize the video stream, switch
on and off the autofocus feature, adjust the illumination and monitor other relevant parameters coming from the capsule, such as the
battery level.
2.2. Autofocus algorithm

Fig. 3. Sketch of the optical design of the capsule system.

An autofocus system is based on a sharpness function that is
applied to images acquired by a camera at different values of focus. A
peak on the value of the focus function means that the corresponding image is sharper than the others. Various sharpness functions
have been introduced and studied in literature: in [25] and in [26]
a comparison between them is reported. We applied some of the
functions that achieved the best score to some videos acquired during in vivo tests performed on a 30 kg female pig in an authorized
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it has very good performance in the presence of noise and it is
based on the autocorrelation function [28].

Fig. 5. Plot of the value of different focus functions for the same video frames.

laboratory, complying with the assistance and collaboration of a
specially trained medical team, in accordance to all ethical considerations and the regulatory issues related to animal experiments.
During these tests, the PWM signal driving the liquid lens varied
from minimum to maximum, and a video was recorded in order to
study a suitable focus function.
Some of the functions that were considered are the following:
(1) Square gradient function:
Fsq

grad

=

N
M



(g(i, j + 1) − g(i, j))

2

(1)

i=1 j=1

where g(i, j) is the monochrome intensity of the pixel (i, j). The
function is based on the difference in intensity between two
contiguous pixels, assuming that in a sharp image this difference is signiﬁcant.
(2) Brenner function:
Fbrenner =

N
M



(g(i, j + 2) − g(i, j))

2

(2)

i=1 j=1

where the difference is calculated between a pixel and its neighbor two points away [27].
(3) Vollath function:
FVoll4 =

N
M−1

i=1 j=1

g(i, j) · g(i + 1, j) −

N
M−2


g(i, j) · g(i + 2, j)

i=1 j=1

(3)

A comparison among the above written functions applied to the
frames of the video acquired during the in vivo test is shown in
Fig. 5, where the values are normalized by the maximum value in
order to compare the function shapes. As a criterion for judging a
sharpness function, we chose the peak shape: if the peak of the
function is well deﬁned, then it is easier to ﬁnd the focus position.
It is clear that the choice of the function depends on the particular
application. In our case the Fbrenner and the Fsq grad gave the best
result, and they are not signiﬁcantly different from each other. The
results are in accordance with [26], but not with [25], where the Vollath function obtained the best score. The function chosen for the
implementation of autofocus on the capsule is the Fsq grad , in accordance also to [29], because theoretically it gives a more marked
difference between a perfectly sharp image and a defocused one.
In order to obtain a smoother curve, and reduce the local maxima,
a threshold was considered, so that the difference between two
pixels is added to the sum only if it exceeds the threshold value.
Other slight modiﬁcations have been introduced with the purpose
of enhancing the peak. In particular, for each term of the sum (1),
two adjacent pixels are considered not only along the x axis, but
also along the y axis and the best of the two values is considered.
In addition, all the three colors (blue, green and red) are considered to compute the pixel intensity value g(i, j), then the best of
the three values of difference between adjacent pixels is added to
the total sum. The resulting sharpness function has a well-deﬁned
peak.
The function was calculated for a portion of the global image,
i.e. a central window composed by 200 × 200 pixels (M value from
220 to 420 and N from 120 to 320).
In order to ﬁnd the maximum value of the function along the
range, a peak-searching algorithm was implemented as follows.
As soon as the autofocus command is issued by the user on the
interface, a loop starts: at each iteration a PWM on the capsule is
set, an image is acquired and the corresponding sharpness function
value (SHARP ACTUAL) is evaluated. Then the PWM to be set at
the next iteration is increased by a value STEPSIZE. SHARP ACTUAL
is compared to the value that the same function assumes for the
image acquired at the ﬁrst step (SHARP FIRST). If SHARP ACTUALSHARP FIRST>THRESHOLD (where THRESHOLD is a constant set
at the beginning), the value of STEPSIZE is decreased in order to
reﬁne the search. When the value of SHARP ACTUAL decreases,
it means that a maximum (that could be a local maximum) is
found, and in the subsequent iterations the value SHARP ACTUAL

Fig. 6. Plot of the value of squared gradient function versus PWM values for the same scene.
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Fig. 7. Plot of the value of squared function for different object distances from camera.

is compared to the maximum value (SHARP MAXIMUM) assumed
by the sharpness function up to this point: if SHARP MAXIMUMSHARP ACTUAL>THRESHOLD, then the peak is found, thus the PWM
is again set to the value corresponding to SHARP MAXIMUM and
STEPSIZE is decreased in order to reﬁne the search around the
maximum. When STEPSIZE reaches a predetermined minimum
value, the loop exits, and PWM is set to the value that corresponds to the maximum value of the sharpness function, and thus
to a focused image. According to the datasheets of the liquid lens
and lens driver, the PWM can vary in a range between 60% and
92%, that, mapped to a byte (256 values), corresponds to a range

between 153 and 235. A step size of 3, 10 and 15 was considered.
3. Experimental results
In order to validate the proposed system, two different kinds of
test were performed. A ﬁrst set was aimed at investigating the autofocus system performances by testing the wireless capsule on standard images on bench. The second trial was performed on freshly
harvested gastric porcine specimens, in order to evaluate the device
in conditions that are as close as possible to the operative ones.

Fig. 8. Acquired images during ex vivo test before (left) and after (right) autofocus.
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3.1. Bench tests
For bench testing, a black and white grid, with a squared pattern
of 3 mm × 3 mm, was used. It was positioned at a distance of 4 cm
from the system and the autofocus algorithm was started. Fig. 6
shows the sharpness function versus PWM value and three images
at three different PWM values. The second image represents the
in-focus image: it was obtained with a duty cycle of 75%. Then the
grid was placed at different distances from the capsule in a range
between 15 mm and 90 mm. This translates in a shifting of the
sharpness function peak on the PWM scale, clearly visible in Fig. 7
where the sharp values are normalized by the maximum value in
order to compare the function shapes.
3.2. Ex vivo tests
A freshly harvested porcine stomach, having rough external
dimensions of 15 cm × 25 cm, was distended by air insufﬂation,
the two openings (pylorus and gastro esophageal junction) were
sutured in order to minimize the air leakage and to have an
insufﬂated stomach during the whole test. The wireless capsule,
represented in Fig. 4 with dimension of 15 mm(d) × 40 mm(l), was
inserted in the stomach and was anchored on the tissue by magnetic force: a small permanent magnet, placed inside the capsule,
is attracted by another magnet kept outside the stomach. Thus,
the camera is ﬁxed in a position and directed towards the opposite gastric wall. Several tests were performed with encouraging
results. The autofocus algorithm works satisfactory; the acquired
images are bright and clear, thanks to proper adjustment of focus
and illumination (see Fig. 8).
4. Discussion and conclusions
A preliminary wireless capsule prototype with autofocus feature
was developed with size of 15 mm (d) and 40 mm (l). It shows a ﬁeld
of view (FOV) of 86◦ (horizontal) by 64◦ (vertical) and a focus range
between 15 mm and 100 mm, respectively with the maximum and
the minimum value of duty cycle. The capsule lifetime, for the ﬁrst
prototype, is about 10 min, considering the battery and all the other
components presented in Section 2.1. An autofocus algorithm was
implemented on a PC in order to obtain a focused image. Focus time
depends on the settling time of the lens and the delay in LDR transmission. The lens takes about 40 ms to reach its stable state and the
delay in LDR transmission for each step is 30 ms. Thus considering
an average number of 20 steps to ﬁnd the peak position, the focus
time can be estimated equal to 1400 ms.
As demonstrated in [30,14], liquid lenses do not show substantial
hysteresis and do not affect the image quality of the camera. For the
next prototype, a better power management will be investigated in
order to increase the battery lifetime, and further miniaturization
will be pursued in order to fabricate a swallowable device.
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